
Study guide: 
 
Chapter 2: 
  Translate the following to binary: 
   Hex 4691  
   Hex ab46 
   Hex 1478 
  Answers: 0100011010010001 
       1010101101000110 
       0001010001111000 
 
  Translate the following to an 8 bit binary (2’s complement): 
   -23 
   15 
   -99 
  answers: 11101001 
      00001111 
      10011101 
 
  Translate the above using 8-bit signed magnitude: 
  Answers: 10010111 
       00001111 
       11100011 
        
  Add the following 2’s complement numbers, and state if there is overflow: 
   ABCD + 1234 
   3456 + 7899 
 
  Answers: BE01, no overflow 
       ACEF, yes overflow 
 
  Subtract the following 2’complement numbers, and state if there is 
overflow: 
  01110011 – 01101110 
  01110110 – 10110110 
  Answers: 00000101, no overflow 
      11000000, yes overflow 
 
  Perform the bitwise logic function of the following:  
   AB And CD 
   12 Or 45 
   Not(A) 
  Answers: 
   89 
   57 
   5 



Chapter 3: 
 1. Give the number of select lines required for a multiplexor with 128 inputs; 
 2. Determine the number of address lines needed for a 262144 byte memory, if it 
has word addressability with each word being 32-bits. 
 3. Look at the transistor diagrams in Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. Connect the C output 
of figure 5 to the A input of Figure 7. Connect the D output of figure 6 with the B input of 
figure 7. Compute the final output. 
 
 Answers: 

1. 7 select lines 
2. 16 address lines 
3. all zeroes 

 
A 3-to-8 decoder has 110 on its select lines. Determine which output is asserted. 
Answer: output 6 is asserted. 
 

Chapter 4 
 The program counter has: x0000. R3 has x0004. Stored at memory locations x0000, 
x0001, and x0002 are: x64C6, x62C7, and x1C81. Stored in locations x0010 and x0011 are 
x1234 and x4000. Stored in locations x000A and x000B are x0001 and 0002. Go through 
the instruction cycle 3 times, and state what registers are affected. 
 
1st cycle: Fetch: MAR is loaded with x0000, PC is incremented to x0001, IR has x64C6. 
     Decode: determine this is a load instruction. 

    Evaluate address: add 6 to contents of R3 to determine the address, which is 
x000A. 
    Fetch operands: load MAR with x000A, x0001 is loaded into MDR. 
    Execute: nothing happens here. 
    Store result: x0001 is stored into R2. 
 

2nd cycle: Fetch: MAR is loaded with x0001, PC is incremented to x0002, IR has x62C7. 
     Decode: determine this is a load instruction. 

    Evaluate address: add 7 to contents of R3 to determine the address, which is 
x000B. 
    Fetch operands: load MAR with x000B, x0002 is loaded into MDR. 
    Execute: nothing happens here. 
    Store result: x0002 is stored into R1. 

3rd cycle: Fetch: MAR is loaded with x0002, PC is incremented to x0003, IR has x1C81. 
     Decode: determine this is the add instruction. 
     Evaluate address: nothing happens here 

    Fetch operands: grab x0002 from R1 and x0001 from R2. 
     Execute: add the two numbers. 
     Store result: R6 gets result, which is x0003. 
 
 

 



  
  
 
    
        
  
 


